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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to identify the effect of financial strategies on organizational health in accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange. This research in terms of purpose is applied research and in terms of methodology is Survey-correlational research. The statistical population in present study includes the managers of stock companies of Tehran (Chemical, production industry) in 2016 which were 194 people. The method of sampling was randomly simple and based on Cochrane formula, 106 people were selected for sample size. Two standard questionnaires are the tools of collecting data. The results of study show that there is a positive and significant relationship between financial strategies and organizational health. It also shows that the strategy of profit dividend has the highest relationship with coefficient of 0.521 and investment strategy has the least relationship with coefficient of 0.286 toward organizational health.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Strategy has been used as a famous and public term since it was considered for the first time in management literature. As well as the existing concepts in management and financial management, strategy has been used with different meanings. This term is frequently used for the concept of planning and policy. Strategy has to provide a vision of what a commercial unit wants to reach in future. Based on definition, the planning is a very important process in performing strategy. Planning a systematic arrangement is of details for performing strategy at the beginning. It can be said that cash budgeting and profit prediction are parts of a financial program. Financial planning is mostly used for identifying essential staged to reach certain goals.

2. RESEARCH PROBLEM

Organizational health is the survival and continuous of organization in its environment and adapting to it and developing and promoting its ability for more adaptation, or according to Hawai and Forsit mentioned, organizational health is the ability of organization to survive and any organization which is healthy, may face successfully with destructive forces and direct their forces effectively toward the main goals and purposes of organization and in long-term shows the signs of a healthy organization (Sharifi and Aghasi 2006). By developing and changing the service of economic agencies the separation process of ownership and management of economic agencies is growing after changing and developing the financial service and economic terms of organization and developing joint-stock companies. Because of economical complications and business development and their specifications, investors give the control of their capital to the managers and control and evaluate the operation of the managers using independent audit reporting. The managers investigate the justification of design from three point of view: technical (accessibility to material, technology, production rate, etc.), economical (competitors, sale, consumption pattern, etc.) and financial (rate of return, risk, return of investment, net present value, etc.) (Goodman, 1998).

An economic agency deals with several risks during activities related to their business. These risks appear in different stages of organization and according to its activity field. The total risk rate exposed to an economic agency is reminded as the total risk. The total risk includes of two parts: curtain risk of company (nonsystematic) and risk of macro factors (systematic). So many studies has been done in order to measure and control the total risk of companies (Hefce, 2002). But considering strategies adopted by managers is so important which direct the economic directions to these kind of risks. This study introduces different kinds of financial strategies adopted in companies after defining the financial strategies and its place among organizational strategies. In following, we will mention the characteristics of economic depression and its effect on the companies and investigate adopted strategies by managers in order to urgent financial management in organizations (Calandro et al., 2007).

On the other hand, organizational health is one of the organizational issues and the key for any organization to succeed. The efforts conducted for healthy organization, has gained positive results not only in psychological health of organization but also in economic participation and productivity. The organizations need to have organizational health in order to be able to sustain in changeable environment, but also be able to adapt with environment and create and develop essential abilities for its survival (Alagheband, 1378).

So this study tends to cover the topic using theoretical and empirical literature and evaluates the organizational health situation of stock companies and investigates its relationship to financial strategies using correlation approach and through questionnaire. So according to what is mentioned above, the main question is whether there is any relationship between financial strategies and organizational health in stock companies.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

3.1. Main Objective

- Identifying the rate of effect of financial strategies on organizational health in accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.

3.2. Minor Objectives:

- Identifying the rate of effect of financial strategies on organizational health in accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.
The statistical population is 270 accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange which registered in market before 2005 and during 2007 their stock has been dealt.

Baghai et al. (2009) in a study called "suitable financial strategy for total risk management when financial depression appears" define and introduce some of financial strategies. The focus of this paper is on the way of management and adopting suitable strategies during economic depression and entering companies to financial emergency and increasing total risk. So, the conditions of economic depression and financial emergency are explained and suitable strategies are investigated. Then, real and financial strategies are presented for avoiding financial emergency. Finally some points are told about using different actual and financial strategies.

Abedi et al. (2012) in a study called "a coordinated relationship between financial strategies, investment, financing, dividend and working capital with organizational capital" presents a combined pattern for coordinating between financial strategy and subsystems including investment strategy, financial strategy, dividend strategy and working capital strategy. In this research, based on combined pattern, the financial strategies and its subsystems were identified. Then, coordination between different kinds of above mentioned strategies was investigated. Eksir Company was selected and the types of financial strategies and its subsystems were calculated using audit statements during 2001-2008. The results show that the company performance tends to be at risk when the financial strategy is moderated. Also, results show that the performance is better in years when there is more coordination between elements of financial strategies.

Mosavi and vosogh (2015) conducted a study called "suitable financial strategy for total risk management during financial depression" in which the focus was how to manage company and adopt suitable strategies during economic depression and financial emergency and increasing total risk. So, the conditions of economic depression and financial emergency were explained and suitable strategies were studied. Then, financial and actual strategies are presented to avoid financial emergency. Finally. There are some points about using different financial and actual strategies.

Also, Fatness (2003) concluded in a study that the more healthy an organization is, i.e. trustable in

- Identifying the rate of effect of investment strategies on organizational health in accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.
- Identifying the rate of effect of dividend strategies on organizational health in accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.

### 4. Conceptual Definition of Variables

#### 4.1. Financial strategies

A financial strategy expresses how is financial and investing the resources of company along with achieving the goals of company, e.i. increasing the wealth of stockholders (Hefce, 2002). When we talk about financial strategies, 3 kind of strategies are considered: investment strategies, financial strategies and dividend strategies (Slater & Zwirlein, 1996).

#### 4.2. Organizational health

According to Mayelz, organizational health points to continuous and survival of organization in its environment and adapting to that and developing and promoting its ability for more adaption (Wayne & Feldman 1987, quoted from Jahed, 2005). Mayelz recognizes the characteristics of a healthy organization in providing 3 main requirements which are: 1. Duty requirements of organization, 2. Survival and …. requirements, 3. Growth and development requirements of organization.

#### 4.3. Theoretical principles and literature Review

Erabi and Abedi (2010) in a study called "coordination model of financial strategy with organizational operation" demonstrated that in response to this question how financial strategy can be coordinated to the overall framework of strategic decision making? So that the selected financial strategy can be coordinated to conditions and also coordinated with other strategies of organization level in order to improve the organization operation. This paper presents a combined pattern for coordinating between financial system strategy and its subsystems including investment strategy, financial strategy, dividend strategy and working capital strategy and it is based on processing view to financial strategic management in which financial strategic performance is a function of inside/outside attention and high/low control. The methodology is based on developmental results and based on descriptive-explanation goal and based on
to create relationship in work and activity (communication management), b) the resources of learning knowledge management including systematic thinking and learning how to learn systematically and building a continuous learning system in organizations (learning organizations), c) the appetency of organizations to improve and evaluate the management systems simply and obviously (change management) including redesign of systems and deformation and improving by meetings and council of organizational health in any organization. Meeting and council of organizational health can look after the levels and process of work and control the success and efficiency of organization.

4.4. The conceptual model of research

![Image](https://example.com/image)

Figure 1. The conceptual model of research, (Baghaei et al. model 2009)

5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The present study is functional it is a survey on collecting the descriptive information. This paper is a correlation research based on the relationship between variables.

The statistical population and sampling method:

The statistical population of present study including managers in stock companies (chemical, production industry) in Tehran in 2016 which is 194 people based on statistics. The method of sampling will be simple random and 106 people will be selected based on Cochrane Formula as statistical sample.

5.1. Tools of collecting and measuring data

In order to collect data both library and field method and questionnaire were used.

6. RESEARCH FINDINGS

6.1. The main hypothesis:

Korkmaz, Mehmet (2007) investigated the effect of leadership styles on organizational health of Turkish schools. In this paper, he investigated the effect of evolution and exchange leadership styles with teachers satisfactory on organizational health. The main goal of this paper is to what extend the organizational health of school are related to the leadership styles and job satisfaction of teachers. In order to reach this goal, a Likert questionnaire was distributed among 635 teachers working in schools. For explaining the direct and indirect relationship between dependent and independent variables, statistical analysis was used. The results of this paper and most findings show that the evolution and change leadership styles has a fundamental effect on teachers’ job satisfaction. While this leadership style directly and the job satisfaction of teachers indirectly influence the organizational health of schools.

Bakal (2007) expresses the keyword of success and health of organizations in studying the resources of organizational health. The resources of organizational health is:

a) the appetency of people to create relationship in work and activity (communication management), b) the resources of learning knowledge management including systematic thinking and learning how to learn systematically and building a continuous learning system in organizations (learning organizations), c) the appetency of organizations to improve and evaluate the management systems simply and obviously (change management) including redesign of systems and deformation and improving by meetings and council of organizational health in any organization. Meeting and council of organizational health can look after the levels and process of work and control the success and efficiency of organization.

In a very significant level (sig= 0.000), the variables of financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies have a relationship in rate of (r=0.413). The ratio of correlation between two variables is 0.413 which is moderate and the type of relationship is positive (direct) and the significant level is (Sig=0.000) less than α of research (α =0.05) that shows the significant of the relationship between two variables. Finally, based on these results it can be said that there is a significant and positive strategy between financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies.
companies. So, the main hypothesis of research is confirmed.

The correlation test of the relationship between financial strategies and organizational health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>SIG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial strategies</td>
<td>Organizational health</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a very significant level (sig=0.000), the variables of financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies have a relationship in rate of (r=0.404). The ratio of correlation between two variables is 0.404 which is moderate and the type of relationship is positive (direct) and the significant level is (Sig=0.000) less than α of research (α =0.05) that shows the significant of the relationship between two variables. Finally, based on these results it can be said that there is a significant and positive strategy between financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies. So, the secondary hypothesis number 1 of research is confirmed.

6.3. Secondary hypothesis number 2:
❖ Investment strategies are effective on organizational health of accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.

The correlation test of the relationship between investment strategies and organizational health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>SIG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investment strategies</td>
<td>Organizational health</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a very significant level (sig=0.000), the variables of financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies have a relationship in rate of (r=0.286). The ratio of correlation between two variables is 0.286 which is relatively moderate and the type of relationship is positive (direct) and the significant level is (Sig=0.000) less than α of research (α =0.05) that shows the significant of the relationship between two variables. Finally, based on these results it can be said that there is a significant and positive strategy between investment strategies and organizational health of stock companies. So, the secondary hypothesis number 2 of research is confirmed.

6.4. Secondary hypothesis number 3:
❖ Dividend strategies are effective on organizational health of accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.

The correlation test of the relationship between dividend strategies and organizational health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>SIG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dividend strategies</td>
<td>Organizational health</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a very significant level (sig=0.000), the variables of investment strategies and organizational health of stock companies have a relationship in rate of (r=0.521). The ratio of correlation between two variables is 0.521 which is moderate and the type of relationship is positive (direct) and the significant level is (Sig=0.000) less than α of research (α =0.05) that shows the significant of the relationship between two variables. Finally, based on these results it can be said that there is a significant and positive strategy between dividend strategies and organizational health of stock companies. So, the secondary hypothesis number 3 of research is confirmed.

7. THE GENERAL RESULTS OF RESEARCH:
Financial strategies influence on organizational health in accepted companies of Tehran stock exchange. Variables of financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies are related with the ratio of \((r=0.413)\). The type of correlation between variables is positive (direct) and significant. So, based on these findings, it can be said that there is a significant and direct relationship between financial strategies and organizational health of stock companies. Therefore the main hypothesis of research is confirmed and these results match with the results of Abedi et al. (2011) and Erabi and Abedi (2010).

7.1. Recommendation based on findings of research:

An innovative organization cannot spontaneously create an innovative idea or opportunity. Creative managers have to turn their ideas and innovative strategies to pattern and edit their expectations wisely and develop it by the aid of employers. Creating an environment based on corporation and teamwork can be very effective in creating a new and innovative culture.

7.2. Recommendations based on first hypothesis:

- Training managers and employers about organization strategies and organizational health and presenting technical and management knowledge because sufficient knowledge promotes creativity and people cannot solve the problems they are not aware

- Learning opinion resources and addressing the process of "opportunities brainstorming" for new businesses and understanding new methods and creating financial and management strategies.

- Challengeable and active impact with problems and positive impact with organizational problems instead of negative and passive reaction.

7.3. Recommendation based on second hypothesis

Creating an environment based on mental health of managers and low level employers and creating thoughts in companies to hear new suggestions and because of that they have the possibility to make better and more optimal decisions for companies. The organization will be healthy as long as employers are morally healthy.

7.4. Recommendations based on third hypothesis

- Focus on goal based on corporation that encourages the positive attitude of managers to innovate and challenge, identify the opportunities, flexibility toward regulations and low resistance toward change.

- Clarifying, training and internalizing the descriptive approaches of strategies including financial strategy through meetings, workshops and seminars.

8. LIMITATIONS

1. Lack of researches with direct relationship to this study in order to compare the findings.

2. The weakness of theoretical basics and mainly repeated researches.

3. Using questionnaire instead of other data collection tools such as observation and interview.

4. Selection of statistical sample only in stock companies.
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